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About This Software

3D Organon Anatomy is an interactive human anatomy application featuring all 15 body systems. 3D Organon unfolds life-like
high resolution 3D models covering every aspect of the human body. It features an extensive knowledge-base of anatomical

definitions with the terminology based on the official Terminologia Anatomica.

The application delivers accurate visual and textual information, immediate response time, and intuitive navigation. It satisfies
the highest standards of medical and scientific accuracy. All anatomical definitions and clinical correlations are written by

professors of anatomy and medical professionals.

The new STEAM version of the app includes the human ‘Actions’ module, with animations of joints and bones. This update
brings you more stunning features, such as multiple workspaces, a live anatomy annotation tool during navigation, a unique

topographic anatomy layout, help tutorials, and visualization of anatomy with incredible detail.

Game changer multi-user anatomy trainer
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The new ‘Network’ module allows STEAM users to join multi-user online training sessions created by subscribed educators and
institutions. The new awesome virtual anatomy trainer enables you to attend online anatomy lessons and communicate with your

teacher and peers in real-time with voice and chat messages. The new module is cross platform, setting no barriers for users
joining a session with any supported device (VR and non-VR). Get in touch with us at prosupport@3dorganon.com for more

details.

Who is 3D Organon Anatomy for?
The app is designed to suit a range of individuals from medical and allied-health students, to patients, artists, and curious minds.

It helps students grasp the challenging subject of anatomy, but it is also easily understood by laypeople without a medical
background. The upgrade to an Enterprise license grants access to advanced teaching tools that could complement any anatomy

curriculum. Educators and healthcare professionals can now visualize and explore anatomy as never before.

THIS IS THE DESKTOP VERSION OF 3D ORGANON ANATOMY

Why 3D Organon Anatomy is the most motivating anatomy app?

Amazing life-like high detail graphics for better user experience

Visualize anatomy using the latest 3D technologies

Join multi-user anatomy training sessions created by subscribed educators and institutions

Skeletal system and joints animations without an additional cost!

Start understanding anatomy within minutes

You can add and subtract whole body systems on your screen at once

Unique topographic anatomy layout: you can select from regional body systems and view the systems of interest,
excluding others

Switch between customized workspaces for quicker anatomy model access

Real-time identification of anatomy — hover mouse pointer on a structure during navigation and an annotation will show
up (without clicking)

Hundreds of pages of anatomical definitions and medical texts are included

New help menu with explainer video tutorials

Take notes related to a selected structure and make drawings layered on top of the presentation view

Study from hundreds of preconfigured scenes based on popular anatomical views found in anatomy atlases and
textbooks

The developer of 3D Organon Anatomy has been awarded as the ‘Startup of the Year’ in the prestigious iAwards contest
organized by the Australian Information Industry Association. Our team is also behind the world’s first fully-featured virtual

reality anatomy atlas — the award-winning app 3D Organon VR Anatomy.

3D Organon Anatomy includes detailed male and female models. It features all body systems: Skeletal, Connective, Muscular,
Arterial, Venous, Nervous, Lymphatic, Heart, Respiratory, Digestive, Endocrine, Urinary, Reproductive, Sensory organs, and

Integumentary/skin.

Awesome features
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Rotate, Pan, and Zoom in/out functions

Double tap to select and focus on a structure

Use navigation panel for quick view of all positions of human model

Hide or Fade selected structures

Save your models in Favorites for later reference

Discover Lock mode — a powerful tool enabling you to operate on user-defined structures and body systems

Single- and Multi-select modes

Beautiful symmetry of human organs and structures that make the learning experience easy and appealing

Realistic X-ray mode (Fade others button)

Live search tool

Listen to anatomical terminology in English

Isolate view of any selected structure(s)

Addition/subtraction buttons for displaying muscles into layers, from deep to superficial
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Title: 3D Organon Anatomy
Genre: Education
Developer:
Medis Media
Publisher:
Medis Media
Release Date: 21 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i3 | AMD FX-6100

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible card with a least 1.5GB video ram, Screen resolution 1280x768

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 compatible sound card

Additional Notes: 2-button optical scroll mouse required

English
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Well..... it was 99 cents.... It's a Spiderweb game! Buy it! These are fantastic RPGs!. I didnt mind Pale Moon Crisis. There were
some poor design choices most likely due to the much of the original game being cut.

Needing to eat a chocolate bar every 10 minutes becomes annoying especially when paired with the 3 key part of the game
which has you walking back and forward using trial and error.

Otherwise Pale Moon Crisis reminds me of a less gritty side scroller of the original resident evil game.. First off, as many
people here, my hours don't reflect my actual gameplay time since I played wayyyyy before the Steam release of this game.

I remember playing the Korean version in 2006, and starting the NA version in 2007 when it was known as Sword of the New
World. I fell in love with the multi-character control (MCC) and the characters themselves. I played when they changed it to
Sword 2, for the little bit they did, and all the way up until it got changed to Granado Espada. Now when I return to the game, it
just feels really pay-to-win, and just 10x more of a grind, forcing you to spend $$$.

However, since it is free-to-play, give it a download, and try it out because this is the ONLY MCC game I could find, and it
makes me love the game, no matter how p2w it is. However, you'll spend months if not years of afking just to beable to do
SOME of the end game content, as I got into end game content after 2+years of afk grinding, and dying because I forgot to refill
bullets (back when you had too LOL) before I went afk overnight.
. Another really fun choice of games game. If you like them this is one of the them to get. Pretty decent all around, maybe a bit
expensive but id reccomends. A game that is a kind of mix between Megaman and Gradius in a sense.
It's a simple little platfomer that allows you to upgrade your abilities as you make your way through the stages.

Graphically it looks nice. I find the towns stages to be some of my favorites. But the platforming seems a tad bland and
forgettetable although alot of the enemies are cute.

There are a few modes of difficulty starting with easy x 2, casual and higher. I played it on casual and found the game to be way
too easy and wishing it was more difficult by the third boss, of which I can easy dispatch in under a minute and you can't change
the difficulty to anything harder than what you started with once you start the game.

Since the game has multiple weapons I feel it's time to talk about them. Outside of your primary weapons the liner and comet all
other weapons are useless are are more of a hinderance and not necessary. You can beat the entire game with just Linear and
comet. Heck using the shop you can actually make it so you are overpowered before a stage even begins properly.

Overall it's kinda alright but the platforming is bland and every weapon outside of what you start with is useless to bad.
But I've played worse, so give it a shot if you have a couple hours to spare.
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I started playing this game thinking it was Talos Principle clone with an annoying Portal 2 voiceover.

However after completing it, I prefer this voice over Portal.

Some unique gameplay mechanics and not at all like Talos.
Great music (some of it Blade Runner #1 esque)
Excellent graphics, excepting the occasional DOF and lighting issues.

While voices are triggered at sections, if you move through quickly, they do tend to overlap.
The credits screen is pretty crappy.

All in all, a great indie game, and I'd like to see more of the same from this developer.

Highly Recommended!. I don't write reviews but the value + playability + yeehaw! factor of this game made me do it. I want to
be helpful so I will keep this short and focused.

Asteroids for grownups on LSD may represent the controls, the purpose, and the environment. Only one other metaphor is
missing but I couldn't remember any games that did it. The maps you play on run a pre-programmed series of changes that
alternately confound and isolate. Big open map starts and you are spinning and dodging to avoid enemies as they home in on
you, then a warning sequence begins and you have to figure out where you think you should be. A level transformation won't kill
you but it could leave you in a wholly isolated -tiny tiny- box of sadness for a few seconds. And while you are there, your new
mini slice of the whole map is still spawning enemies in a 3" x 3" anxiety pool. When it happend to me I thought I might have
found the fatal flaw in the design concept, then my prison cell burped homing death triangles at me and I just spun, fired, and
laughed.

I like to shop on Steam for the 0.01 - 5.99 range of games looking for gems. This game, for the number of game modes (and
each of the game modes has options for how you play that mode) and the pucker factor, is a gem.

I think I paid 2.99 for this title and I was satisfied in the first few minutes I played it.

Have fun--. Very short clone of Diablo I with some nice points.
Does not explain the gameplay at all so you will probably need internet help to finish it. That it goes over 10 hours is that it
causes much confusion, otherwise it will need a few hours to finalise.

Overally - I liked it.. DAMMIT ALL!!!!! This game is fantastic! I've gotten all the way to the big section that opens up in every
rpg right before the final boss. The problem HERE, is that normally I wouldn't review until I got to that point. The problem is
that I received a death sentence game wise for this game a few minutes ago. RGSS3 player has stopped working!
GAHHHHHH!!!! I HATE THIS ERROR! If this occurs during an RPGmaker game that in essence means its impossible to
complete since that error occurs more frequently the more often you play said game.. This is a quick, fascinating game. I'm
actually wishing there was a sequel, so some of the questions could be answered. Great music, nice art. It's free, so there's no
reason not to try it out.. These missions are completely standalone and by virture they are a complete turning away from the
original game. DO NOT WASTE YOUR TIME.
They as linear scripted of a nightmare as you can get. The level design is HORRIFIC. It just sucks really bad. There is literally
always one way to go and sometimes finding that way is a chore.
Voice of Freedom is so short linear in subway tunnels. It just cuts out when you rescue a guy.
Aftermath is REALLY bad level design.
Beyond Walls is lame as well.
I got them on sale it is wasnt worth it. Stick to the coop stuff or Far Cry 4 or Far Cry 5 if you want something new.. I bought the
bundle of The Cat Lady, Downfall, and both of their soundtracks. In my opinion the music is composed beautifully and sounds
great. Really goes with the mood of the games, especially the piano parts. Beautiful!
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